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Lakelet Acquisition Corporation Continues to Expand 
 

BUFFALO, N.Y. – Lakelet Acquisition Corporation (“LAC”) is very pleased to announce the addition 
of several high-profile strategic advisors to its team. These advisors include Mark Becker, Richard 
Heffern, Jay Maher, Jim Marra, and Rich Sheiman – further enhancing Lakelet’s reputation as a 
differentiated independent sponsor.  

Our strategic advisors hold prominent positions in well-regarded firms. Mark Becker is a Partner at 
B2B CFO®, Richard Heffern is the founding member of ReVara Partners, Jay Maher is the Managing 
Director of Paddock Fund Services, Jim Marra is a Business Development Consultant for Blue Point 
Capital Partners, and Rich Sheiman is the President of Clarity Corporate Growth.  

“We’ve recently experienced a surge in deal flow and opportunities which required advisors that 
could assist with deal sourcing as well as exploring growth potential in different industry verticals. 
These individuals provide us with unique experience and knowledge as well as strategic advice to 
increase our ability to quickly and efficiently close deals and evaluate how we can best take a 
business to the next level. By expanding our team, Lakelet now has over 150 years of transactional 
and operational experience,” said Michael Koeppel, President and Founder of Lakelet Acquisition 
Corporation.    

Lakelet Acquisition Corporation is an independent sponsor focused on making control equity 
investments in lower / middle market private companies. LAC most unique differentiator is its 
affiliation with Lakelet Advisory Group, a leading consulting company that has successfully 
completed over 100+ consulting mandates. LAC seeks to acquire companies where they can 
leverage their proven resources, cumulative knowledge, business models, and business partners to 
add value in the lower middle market.  

Lakelet Acquisition Corporation is seeking to invest in companies which possess a number of the 
following key characteristics: based in US or Canada, a proven client base, growing or flourishing 
industry, barriers to entry, a scalable business model and potential to financially restructure in a 
cost-effect manner. LAC is willing to explore turnaround / distressed opportunities.  

### 
 

About Lakelet Acquisition Corporation - Lakelet Acquisition Corporation was formed to 

facilitate sale and acquisition deals in the lower middle market. LAC acquires controlling 

interest and provides high-level strategic and operational expertise to dramatically improve the 

operating results of the acquired company within the exit plan. LAC provides more than the 

capital for the acquisition – LAC possesses the necessary strategic partnerships to take the 

entity to the "Next Level”. For more information, visit www.LakeletAC.com. 
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